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Planet! Ramiel Jorge Garza [ Mon Nov 09, 2010 9:33 pm ] Hi, I have a question for the experts: I want to find the counters for
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the planet mod for the X-T version. At first I thought that it is the counters from the Freglia. But when I update the 2 files that is
needed I get this error: "You're not allowed to update other Planet assets. Only planet mods can be updated" In the file

"JMC_Overlay.lua" I found a reference to the planet, but it is only here that they told us how to fix. With: Code:
planet.layers[ui.selectedLayer] = planet.selectedLayer It is called the second time when the planet is selected. But the problem is
that I need a counter for the planet itself and this way I can't update the planet to another version of planet or other planet mod

that has counters. I hope you can help me, this is very important for me and I do not want to lose more work. Regards and thank
you very much for all that you have done. Jorge Garza Ramiel [ Mon Nov 09, 2010 7:46 pm ] Hi Jorge, Welcome to Planet!
Ramiel [ Mon Nov 09, 2010 7:48 pm ] Jorge, you can post here your own Planet Mod with counters, but if you want you can
work with 2 folders. First folder will contain your planet mod in the.zip file, in this way you will be able to work without any

problem. Second folder will contain your planet and it should be placed next to the first one. So you can check the counters with
your coordinates and change the planet if you want, then you can update only this 2 folders. [ Reply to 82157476af
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